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July/August Newsletter 

Dear All, 

The past two months have been filled with some hot weather which has got our fans out 

that are now mounted to the walls in both the Toddler and Baby room.  They have been 

working well at keeping our little ones cool. The garden has been filled with lots of 

water activities as we took advantage of the nicer weather. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The children have also continued looking at holidays as many families enjoyed their own 

over the past few months. We hope you all had wonderful holidays! And welcome back 

to nursery!!! 

 

The Toddler Room continued to be busy these past months with various 

activities. 

We continued on with our holiday theme, talking about favourite holiday spots, looked 

at the globe to see where we went on our own holidays. It was a great chance for the 

children to see just how far they have travelled. We also had a look at some other 

countries around the globe discussing where we could go or would like to go and what we 

could find there. 

July was very exciting for the Toddler room as we brought some new friends into our 

nursery. Little tiny baby caterpillars. We got to watch them grow larger and longer 

(which happened very quickly); the children then enjoyed watching them cocoon and 

hang from the ceiling of their little home.  
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Eventually at the beginning of August they 

turned into some beautiful butterflies which 

we fed and watched fly around. We were very 

sad when it was time to let them go. Hopefully 

they will return to the flowers in our garden 

during the nice weather.  

 

As the weather has been very hot these past months, we had the opportunity to bring 

out the paddling pool. The children enjoyed splashing around with their friends, cooling 

down in the sun. The garden became a daily adventure as the children went out and 

discovered boats and trains and dens that they had built using the garden furniture.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The children travelled on many adventures together. 

Some easy and calm and some very difficult to reach 

places.  
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Messy play has continued on, giving the children a chance to explore their senses and 

just get ‘messy’. We had some old favourites such as pasta and rice play, gluing and junk 

modelling. We had shaving foam with cinnamon and mouldable soap. The older children 

also had the chance to experiment themselves with making different kinds of slime. We 

experimented using different ingredients to make the slime. Some were made with 

water, some without. We made red, green, gold, and white slime. The children loved it 

and enjoyed feeling the slimy stickiness in their hands as they played with it 

afterwards. 

 

In July we had our first graduation party. We celebrated children’s time spent here at 

Beechcroft Day Nursery and sadly we had to say goodbye to some our friends who are 

moving on to ‘Big School’, thank you to all the parents who came to support the children 

as they get ready for their next big adventure. 
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The Baby Room these past months concentrated on messy activities as they 

explored different textures and how one texture can be changed into another, such as 

cornflour. They also experimented with printing as they made different effects and 

patterns through sponge painting, fruit painting, fork painting, toothbrush painting, 

Lego stamping and many, many more.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The baby room continued to explore the garden this month particularly our new little 

area that has been created specifically for the smallest ones to enjoy safely. The 

children have been outside enjoying the garden equipment along with lots of water and 

bubble play. We also had some ice cube play which was particularly ‘cool’. The sand pit 

also continues to be a huge favourite amongst the little ones as it was brought into the 

baby room for them to do some sand stamping. 
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Into August the baby room continued their experimentation with different kinds of 

painting using a variety of materials. The babies HAVE also done some fishbowl 

painting/sticking as they created their own fish bowl worlds using paper plates, tissue 

paper and lots of glue. 

The babies explored the use of different materials such as leaf sticking, lots of glitter 

play, chalk drawing outside and the old favourite shaving foam play. 

In August the baby room also had a teddy bear picnic in the garden. The babies sat 

outside in the nice weather as they enjoyed their fruit snacks. The babies also had a 

turn with the paddling pool and enjoyed the cool water in the hot weather. 

 

The Toddler Room would like to welcome Charlotte and Felix! Who have just moved 

down from the Baby Room.  

We would also like to say Happy JULY Birthday to Joshua A. and Alexander who 

turned 3. A Happy Birthday to Maxwell, Elliot, Aditya and Amber who turned 2. 

We would like to say a Happy AUGUST Birthday to Alastair and Georgia O on turning 

3. A Happy Birthday to Annabella on turning 2. 

The Baby room would like to welcome Peter and Matilda! 

 

Some final notes:  

Parent forum will be taking place at the end of this month on the last Thursday which is 

the 28th of September at 6pm. Please feel free to come. Also there is a ‘secret’ parent 

group currently running on Facebook. If you would like to join, then either ask Jules 

Orford to become your Facebook friends or email julia@summersandwinterns.co.uk. 

If your child’s 2-year health check is coming up, please inform your child’s key worker 

as they also have a 2-year assessment that can be taken along with you to help aid the 

health visitor. 

The weather is still warm and constantly changing please bring in sun creams and hats 

for your child so that they can be applied throughout the day. If a child does not have 

sun cream or a hat we may find it necessary to keep them inside for their own safety. 

A few parents have shared their wish to support our staff in implementing curriculum 

and volunteered their time – we appreciate this very much! We have many ideas on how 

you could support the nursery! Please speak to our staff for more information.     
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A reminder to parents, if you would like a detailed feedback from the staff please be 

on time or we will be unable to do so. In which case please feel free to ask the staff 

about your child’s day the following day they are in Nursery. 

Please be aware of the policy regarding the prescribed medicines and calpol. When 

administrating calpol a phone call to the parents/carers will first be made and then the 

child will need to be picked up. Medications need to have the child’s name on them and 

be prescribed by a doctor.  

We would also like to remind you that 48 hours from the last incident of any sickness 

or diarrhoea is the exclusion time. 

The children in both rooms will now be experiencing more trips of the nursery grounds 

throughout the nicer weather, so please ensure that all children have appropriate, firm 

shoes for outdoor walking. 

Please ensure your child has plenty of change of clothes as water play will be used more 

as it gets hotter. And for those little toddlers who are potty training, please ensure 

there are plenty of change of clothes because accidents do occur. 

The baby room would also like to mention that Breakfast Time does start at 8.40am so 

please be on time if you wish your child to participate. The same goes for lunch which 

starts at 11:45am and tea which is at 4:45pm.  

We would just like to say a big THANK YOU! too all our parents who have contributed 

donations for the children’s treasure baskets and activities and are still happy to 

accept any other donations. We are currently looking out for some old car tyres and 

some more equipment for our mud kitchen area would be greatly appreciated. 

REMINDERS:  

 There are still some family photos missing from our growing displays. Please bring in/ 

email pictures as soon as possible. And for those who now have a new member to their 

family we would enjoy adding an updated photo.  

 If you are running late or your child will not be attending Nursery or will be leaving 

early, please let us know ASAP. 

 Please remember to sign your child in/out on the register by the entrance of each room.  

 When given your child’s ‘Learning Journey’ folder for review, please remember to return 

on your child’s next attending day. We also appreciate the comments that have been 

added. PLEASE again note the importance of returning the folder when your child 

attends nursery. The folder must be present on the  

premises of the nursery the same days that your children attend. We may need to ask 

you to return home and get it, if it has been forgotten.  

 Please label your child’s clothing and belongings.  

 


